
Introduction to bonds



TODAYS AIMS & 
OBJECTIVES 

Understanding the fixed Income

Market

• Why do bonds exist

• Case Study (USA 2008)

• Factors affecting price and yield

• Fiscal Policy

• Monetary Policy

• Risk Appetite

• Application in Trading

• Current conditions

BY THE END OF THE 

SESSION PARTICIPANTS 

WILL BE ABLE TO:

• Understand why the bond 

market exists

• Understanding why a 

change in economic 

outlooks can affect bond 

yields

• Use interdependencies 

between asset classes to 

develop high probability 

trades

• Have a better 

understanding as how 

developments in the bond 

market can indicate 

forthcoming volatility



WHAT IS 
A BOND?

‘A bond is a fixed income investment in which an investor loans money to an entity (typically 
corporate or governmental) which borrows the funds for a defined period of time at a variable or 
fixed interest rate’ (2018, Investopedia.com)

A Bond is simply a loan. One party needs to borrow money from a lender and in return they pay 
the lender interest every period (e.g. 6 months or 1 year) and repay the initial borrowed amount 
at the end of the loan period.

Jargon – Definition – ‘The Loan’

Issuer - Seller of Bond – ‘The Entity Borrowing’
Term to Maturity – Length of Time Until Bond Expires – ‘When they will pay you back’
Principal – Nominal Amount that the issuer is required to pay back to the bond holder – ‘How much
did they borrow?’
Coupon – Regular payment made to the bond holder – ‘How much (interest) do you get paid per
period*’
Yield – The income return on an investment – ‘What return have you made from lending this money’

*The Coupon payments period are defined when the bond is created, it can be at any time period
but most common are Semi-annually and Annually.

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/b/bond.asp


The commercial banking system is well equipped to handle small amounts to cover 
the likes of auto-loans, mortgages and relatively small business loans. A loan 
agreement that you will be familiar with is given below with terminology discussed 
above. 

Jennifer (Issuer) needs to borrow £10,000 (Principal amount) to buy a car for her 
manufacturing business. Her bank (Lender) is willing to lend her a interest only loan 
of £10,000 at an interest rate of 15% P.A (Coupon Rate) for 10 years (Term to 
Maturity) at which point she will need to repay the full amount.  

When the loan amount becomes too large e.g. billions the commercial banking 
system is not equipped to handle this and instead companies and governments turn 
to the bond markets where various investors and financial institutions each part 
finance the loan.

WHAT IS 
A BOND?



When the US treasury is running a budget deficit (public spending is higher than revenue 
generated) it must borrow money to finance its public spending. They (US Treasury Dept.–
Issuer) do this by means of an auction, where they state how much they need to borrow 
(principal amount) and for how long (Term to maturity) then, primarily financial institutions 
then bid for and agree on an interest rate they are willing to lend at to the issuer (Coupon Rate).

UNDERSTANDING THE BOND MARKET

Once the coupon rate is set these regular payments cannot change and the bond holder will receive a set payments at each period.
The financial institutions e.g. HSBC can then segment their bonds and sell them to investors, asset managers and traders at either a 
premium or a discount to how much they bought it at (Par Value).

If there is high demand for these particular bonds (Treasuries) their price will increase, however, the coupon rate remains the same –
Decreasing the yield. 

Vice Versa, if there is low demand the bond their price will decrease, however, the coupon rate remains the same – Increasing the 
yield. 



CASE STUDY: 
US Government Budget Deficit to GDP Ratio



CASE STUDY: 
US Government Debt to GDP Ratio



BOND 
AUCTIONS You will often hear either through the squawk on the trading floor or other 

newswires the Bid-to-Cover (B/C) ratio, for bond auctions, being announced, this is 
the amount of bids in the auction vs. the amount of bonds sold. A high bid-to-cover 
can demonstrate strong demand vice versa.

• In the wake of the financial crisis, this was closely watch to determine the 
willingness of investors to lend to governments. 

• However, in recent years it has limited to no impact on other broader 
assets.

• Investors look towards rating agencies to gauge the creditworthiness of 
governments and companies.

If you are interested in further reading in this area click HERE.

https://www.itcmarkets.com/how-to-read-bond-auction-results/


CREDIT RATING AGENCIES



B rated corporates

AA rated corporates

AAA rated corporates

Government (treasury)

curve

BOND
AUCTIONS

• Risk premium represents the 
additional amount required 
by investors for buying a 
bond with a higher chance of 
default.

• Default – Where the issuer 
will not pay the money owed 
to the bond holders.

• Corporate/Treasuries Spread 
– The extra percentage yield 
gained by investing in 
corporate debt instead of US 
Treasuries.

• Other risks – these include 
liquidity risk, maturity risk 
(interest rate risk), tax risk, 
contractual provisions risks.
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BOND PRICES DRIVEN BY 
FISCAL POLICY



BOND
PRICES
MONETARY 
POLICY

Since the Financial Crisis of 2008 global central banks have had an
unprecedented presence and influence in the financial markets.

Extreme measures have been taken central banks across the globe in the wake of
the financial crisis to support their respective economies and in turn the global
financial system. These measures have include;

• 0% (or less) Interest rates
• Quantitative Easing
• Adoption of forward guidance

These are all forms of loosening Monetary Policy providing accommodation to
stimulate economic growth by providing favourable borrowing conditions
synonymous with lower yields.



US T-NOTES
SAFE HAVENS

US Treasuries are widely regarded as the safest asset, i.e. Risk-free, in the world. This is due to a 
number of factors: 

• Liquidity – About $500bn in bonds changes hands every day. No matter what, 
investors know they will always find a willing buyer/seller

• Dollar dominance – the dollar’s position as the world’s reserve currency means that 
demand for US assets remains as the likes of China, who have been running trade 
surpluses for years and building up strong dollar reserves, need to invest these 
dollars

• World’s largest economy – With a GDP worth $20.4 trillion, the US’ place as an 
economic powerhouse is secure for now

• Low inflation and credible central bank – the Federal Reserve has presided over a 
prolonged period of low and stable inflation



RISK OFF SENTIMENT
Therefore, during periods of economic or political uncertainty investors, traders and assets managers 
buy US 10 year treasuries as they are less volatile due to their liquidity.

• As there is less risks involved in holding government bonds, they are compensated less for 
their investment. (Bond Yield is typically lower than Dividend Yield)

• Investment Grade government bonds are safer and  will have a lower yield than similar 
commercial bonds as the risk of the U.S. government defaulting is less than that of a 
corporation.

BONDS
• Demands for Safe Havens Increase
• Investors willing to accept lower yields to protect their 

investments

EQUITIES
• Economic and/or political uncertainties scare equity 

investors
• Economic down turn may weigh on aggregate demand for 

goods.



RISK ON SENTIMENT

BONDS
• Demand  for safe havens decrease
• Investors sell holdings to make cash available for equity 

positions

EQUITIES
• Expansionary economic measures support risk taking 

appetite
• Investors look to invest in higher yielding equity markets. 

Increasing demand.

During periods of economic expansion and good (albeit not too good!) economic data we can see 
people ‘hunt for yield’. Confident that demand for products and serves will remain strong elevating 
company valuations investors, traders and asset managers will look to buy high yielding equity and 
sell low yielding bonds.

• Risk on appetite is generally triggered and sustained by good economic data from an 
economy. 

• Particular focus should be given to soft, sentiment data such as PMI’s and consumer 
confidence.



LOOSENING OF MONETARY POLICY

A dovish event, or an event which is seen to loosen monetary policy, is relative to current 
conditions. Examples of this are provided below.

• If the Fed refrains from lifting interest rates this can be seen as Dovish – erring on the side 
of accommodation. 

• If the ECB decide to extend their QE programme by 6 months this too can be seen as a  
dovish event. 

BONDS

• Yields fall therefore prices rally
• Q.E – CB purchase Government Bonds, 

increasing demand

EQUITIES

• Loosening of Financial conditions results
in equities moving higher

• Aided further by weaker currency

CURRENCIES

• Lower Interest rates support spending and 
discourages saving. Increases liquidity of 
cash 



TIGHTENING OF MONETARY POLICY

BONDS

• Yields rise therefore price falls 
• Q.E – Demand for bonds decrease, price 

increases

EQUITIES

• Tighter conditions will result in equity
markets moving lower.

• Stronger currency weighing on equities

CURRENCIES

• Higher interest rates makes saving more 
favourable – reducing its liquidity in the 
economy.

A hawkish event, is an event which is seen to tighten monetary conditions. Such events can be 
triggered by 

• A Central bank adjusting policy. Increasing interest rates or tapering QE

• Communication which indicates policy may be adjusted in the future

• Good economic data which results in markets moving forward rate hike expectations.



CAUSATION
NOT JUST
CORRELATION

Risk On Tight Monetary Policy

Risk Off Loose Monetary Policy

BONDS

BONDS

EQUITIES

EQUITIES EQUITIES

EQUITIESBONDS

BONDS



A LOOK A RECENT HISTORY



HOW TO 
IDENTIFY & 
SPECULATE 
MARKET 
CONDITION

In order to determine which market condition will likely prevail, you should ask yourself the 
following questions.

Risk On

• Has the economic data coming out of the EU or the USA been positive ?
• Has there been any positive developments politically – US/China/Brexit
• Are investors optimistic about deregulation of the financial system in the USA?

Risk Off

• Are economic indicators showing sign of economic down turn? PMI’s < 50
• Has there been an escalation in Geopolitics and/or global trade war?
• Will there be a hard Brexit if Boris is elected to PM?

Tighter Monetary Policy

• Has there been a increase in hawkish rhetoric coming from central bankers
• Has tier 1 economic data (Inflation / unemployment) come out higher than expected? 
• Is there an anticipated central banking meeting impending

Looser Monetary Policy

• Has there been dovish commentary from central banks? 
• Has hard data been disappointing



Understanding the macroeconomic back drop will allow you to react proactively to 
movements in the bond markets by understanding the implication it will have on 
correlated markets. 

• If you see that bonds are breaking a significant technical level e.g. 
Yesterday’s highs or monthly lows this is the market making a decision

- If there has been no central banking commentary, bonds moving 
lower may then result in the equity moving higher

- If there has been hawkish commentary from the Fed, T-notes moving 
lower could result in the S&P moving in which direction?

HOW TO 
IDENTIFY & 
SPECULATE 
MARKET 
CONDITION



NORMAL 
YIELD CURVE

• Short end most sensitive to 
changes in central bank 
interest rates

• Long end more sensitive to 
inflation

• Long-term rates are higher 
to reflect higher risks and 
longer negative impact of 
inflation on the value of 
money



INVERTED 
YIELD CURVE

• Inverted yield curve can 
occur when a rate hike is 
immanent forcing up short-
term yields, but late cycle 
recession risks are rising 
forcing safe haven buying 
of longer-term bonds 
which drives down long-
term yields 

• In each of the last 7 
recessions in the US, each 
time the recession has 
been preceeded by an 
inversion of the yield curve

• Flattening or inversion is 
bad news for bank profit 
margins



CURVE 
CHANGING 
SHAPE



Further 
Reading & 
Topics to 
Explore • Understanding the yield curve

• Explore the risk factors affecting the short-end and long-end of the yield curve 

• Understanding how inflation and interest rates affect bond pricing and yield 

• Understanding the factors leading to and the implications on an inverted yield curve

• Why is the treasury spread at a decade low – will it invert?

• What indicators to watch when looking out for a recession.

There is extensive literature exploring all topics explained above. Those who are on the 
longer programme we will be discussing this more in detail in stage 2 of the programme.



CONTACT

info@amplifytrading.com

ADDRESS

18 St Swithin's Lane, London, EC4N 8AD


